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      21831 Set cursor on Output button when called from AR
Invoice Master.

Set focus to output button if invoice numbers passed in.Accounts Receivable
Print Invoice

Enhancement

      21815 Check Backorder report when unloading plain transfer
items.
When printing a backorder allocation report after
receiving a transfer, the description & order numbers
are not correct. This only seems to be doing it on
transfers, not PO receipt.

Change logic to have correct items and descriptions on
transfer items not linked to SOs

Logistics (Shipping Events)
Unload Carton

Minor Bug

      21836 Add carrier name from SO and from Shipping Event to
cursor of pre-load and post-load reports.

Added carrier name from SO and from Shipping Event to
cursor of pre-load and post-load reports.

Logistics (Shipping Events)
Carrier Name

Enhancement

      21832 Change Quote screen to reload note icon color when
Header tab is clicked. Current logic does not refresh
note icon, so if line does not have a note and header
does, then clicking from Line Items to Header makes the
header look like it doesn't have a note.

Change Sales Order screen to exclude somast.rfqnotes
for note icon color change. 

Add logic to refresh note button color when switching from
line item to header tab based on note filled out status.
Change SO screen to not count RFQ note when coloring
note button

Order Entry
Quote and SO Notes

UI / Usability

      21834 Print PWO generates error in Message Control if user
tries to print a PWO with no line items. Trap error and
notify user.

Add keyno1 to BOMLIST cursor.  Add blank record to
BOMLIST and PWODETAIL cursors if no line items

Production
Print PWO

UI / Usability

      21835 Check for existing BOM when clicking on BOM button in
add mode (setup already during this add cycle).  If
found, load this BOM and don't ask Copy/Use/Blank
question.

Added check for existing BOM when clicking on BOM
button in add mode (setup already during this add cycle.  If
found, load this BOM and don't ask Copy/Use/Blank
question).

Production
Sales Order - Custom BOM

UI / Usability

      21833 Template details do not change if printing more than
one PO using PrintPO template in a loop

Close zpomast and zpotran after template is created (they
are reused if left open);

Purchase Orders
Print PO

Minor Bug
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      21826 Add shipinfull logic and checkbox to RFQ screen. 
Change convert quote to transfer shipinfull flag.

Add shipinFull checkbox and logic to RFQ screen. 
Change ConvertRFQ to move flag to SO on convert.
;

Quoting
RFQ Screen

Enhancement

      21821 Add columns into grid for text7 thru text10. 
Add columns into grid for Num4 thru Num10
Add columns into grid for log4 thru log10. 

Change all column headers to specify the label given to
the field (some say 'Header1'). 
If no label is given for the field, then specify the
corresponding text/num/log number.

Add columns for all text, num and logs change order to
text, num then log.
Add sorts for all texts.
Change all column headers to correct caption based on
selected rule.

System Manager
Rule Maintenance

UI / Usability
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